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Content: 72 cards

Gather all the seasons!

A game of paths and falling leaves

Winner of the round
The winner of the trick will be the player
who first played the highest value card of
the dominant season. The winner takes
all the cards played and keeps them to
score at the end of the game.
The deck

One round

New round

The deck is made up of 72 cards that
are part of the Spring, Summer, Autumn
and Winter games. 18 cards for each
season: spring, summer, autumn and
winter.

Each player, in turn, plays one or more
cards from their hand to the table. When
everyone has played once, the winner of
the trick will be declared, collecting all
the cards played that round and scoring
them at the end of the game. Everyone
replenishes their hand to four cards and
a new round begins.

All players, starting with the winner of
the trick, draw cards until they have four
in their hand again. (When the end of
the game approaches, some players
may not be able to replenish their entire
hand).

Each card contains four symbols. Each
card will be assigned a numeric value
that will match the number of symbols of
the most numerous colour on the card.
(In case of a tie the value is 2.) Thus, the
spring, summer and autumn cards will
have a numeric value of 2, 3 or 4 and
the winter cards will range between 2
and 3.
To play Calendas you only have to take
into account the number and the season
of the card.
Set up
Shuffle all the cards and deal four to
each player. Leave the rest of the deck
face down within reach of all players.
The player with the spring 2 card will go
first by playing that card. If no one had
that card the initial player will be determined, in order of priority, by: spring 3
and 4; summer 2, 3 and 4; autumn 2,
3 and 4; winter 2 and 3. (In case of a
tie, decide at random among those who
have the card.) The game continues
clockwise.

Cultivando diversión

How to play a card
The starting player sets the dominant
season for that round. All other players
must play cards from that season or, if
they don’t have one, throw a card from
a different season (in this case they can’t
win the round).
Any player, in turn, may change the
dominant season of that round as
follows: he plays a card from the dominant season so far and immediately
plays another card from his hand from
the season that follows it on the calendar. That is, if you play a summer card
(because it is the dominant season) you
can play an autumn card on the summer
card to switch to this new season.
Any player (also the initial) can change
seasons several times in they turn by playing several cards in sequence (spring
> summer > autumn > winter). After a
winter card has been played you can no
longer change seasons.

The winner of the previous round starts
the new round playing a card from the
hand to the table. (Or cards if the player
wants to play a sequence).
Endgame
The game ends after the round in which
a player, after having exhausted the
deck, has played his last card. The rest
of the players discard the cards they still
have in hand and examine the cards
they have accumulated throughout the
game to determine the winner.
Winner of the game
Each player, with the cards from the
won rounds, makes complete groups of
years. Each year is made up of one card
from each season. The player with the
most completed years is declared the
winner.
In the event of a tie, the player with the
fewest winter cards would win.
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